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Chapter 865 Revenge 

Lyanna noticed the change in Kai’s expression and asked, “What’s wrong?” 

“Nothing. Let’s go.” 

 

Kai led Lyanna out of the airport, planning to hail a taxi home. 

Just as Kai stretched his arm out to hail a taxi, an expensive Rolls-Royce pulled up beside him. 

“Get in the car, Mr. Chance.” 

 

The car windows rolled down, revealing Tristan as the driver. 

 

Kai glanced at him in shock. He did not know why Tristan was in Horington or how the man had found 

out about his arrival. 

Before he could ask a single question on his mind, Tristan said insistently, “Get in the car first, Mr. 

Chance. We can talk later.” 

He looked and sounded urgent. 

 

Kai took the front passenger seat of the Rolls-Royce while Lyanna sat in the back. Once they entered the 

car, Tristan floored the gas pedal. 

“Why are you in Horington?” Kai asked Tristan. 

 

Tristan launched into a lengthy explanation. “Mr. Chance, I’m not the only one in Horington. My 

grandpa’s here too. You have no idea how many people are looking for you during this time. Quite a few 

of them came to Horington. My grandpa brought the Baileys to this city because he was worried about 

your family’s safety. We’ve been in Horington for a good month now.” 

“Looking for me?” Kai frowned in response. 
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“Yes, looking for you. These people mentioned some draconic essence thing. I’m not too clear either. 

Basically, many people are looking for you, all claiming to be from Jadeborough, yet I don’t know any of 

them. Even my grandpa has no idea who they are. They all seemed like skilled fighters, though.” 

Tristan’s voice had begun to quiver as he spoke. He had evidently been frightened by those men. 



 

Realization dawned upon Kai. News of me swallowing the draconic essence must’ve made the rounds. 

Everyone’s looking for me for the draconic essence. Because they couldn’t find me, they have decided to 

pay Horington a visit. 

“Is my family all right? Have those people left?” Kai’s heart twisted in concern as he thought of his 

parents. 

 

He had sent them back to Horington to avoid dragging them into his mess. 

Tristan assured him, “They’re fine. Those men had an ounce of mercy left in them. When they couldn’t 

find you, they all left Horington instead of making trouble for us. But, erm…” 

Here, he faltered as though unsure of how to break his news to Kai. 

 

“But what? Tell me,” Kai urged. 

“Well, two people said they were here to seek revenge on you. They injured Tommy and Phoenix, and 

they’re still in Horington. Mr. Grange and my grandpa have been caring for Tommy and Phoenix for over 

ten days now. In fact, I wouldn’t have known about your arrival if Tommy’s subordinate hadn’t checked 

his phone and reported it to us. My grandpa sent me here to fetch you, Mr. Chance, and to tell you to 

keep a low profile for now.” 

“Who are those two people? How are Tommy and Phoenix now?” Kai instantly exuded a murderous 

aura when he heard about his friends’ injuries. 
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Tristan muttered, “I think they said they’re from Empyrean Sect and Turcoln? Something like that. 

I’ve never heard of those organizations before, but those two men were skilled. They’re both Martial 

Arts Grandmasters. Grandpa barely kept them at bay before sending word for you to hide, Mr. Chance.” 

Everything made sense once Kai heard him mention Empyrean Sect and Turcoln. 

 

“Hayden Xuereb and Declan Naberhaus!” Kai’s eyes narrowed dangerously. His gaze hardened with a 

murderous glint. 

“Oh, I think those are their names!” Tristan immediately nodded and continued, “Mr. Chance, let me 

drive you out of the city now. 

You can hide in a secure place for the time being.” 



Lyanna listened to their conversation from the backseat. Her expression fell when she heard about 

Empyrean Sect and Turcoln. 

 

She knew of these clans. Kai was hardly Hayden’s match when the two exchanged hands in the past. 

With the much stronger Declan in the picture and collaborating with Hayden, Kai had already lost the 

battle before it even began. 
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Chapter 866 Make A Run For It 

To that end, Lyanna asked, “Kai, should we return to Medicine God Sect?” 

 

Axton and the other elders of the sect were all Martial Arts Grandmasters, and it would be safer for Kai 

to stay with them. 

Kai’s expression darkened. He addressed Tristan coolly, “Take me to see Tommy and Phoenix.” He 

sounded as though he had not heard a word of Lyanna’s suggestion. 

“Mr. Chance?” 

 

Tristan was bewildered by Kai’s instructions. His two opponents are Martial Arts Grandmasters. Why 

isn’t he making a run for it? 

“Kai, don’t do anything rash,” Lyanna advised. 

 

Neither she nor Tristan knew that Kai’s ability had soared to impressive heights over the past month. 

“Take me to see Tommy and the others. Don’t make me repeat myself.” 

 

Kai’s expression grew more thunderous by the minute. 

 

The temperature in the car dropped rapidly, and Tristan was forced to switch on the heater in the 

vehicle. 

He glanced at Kai and sighed. Then, he made a U-turn and sped toward Horington Hospital. 
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Tristan led Kai and Lyanna to the fourth floor of the hospital. He had reserved the floor for Tommy and 

Phoenix. 



 

On the way to the ward, Tristan said, “Tommy and Phoenix are no longer in critical condition, Mr. 

Chance. I’ve summoned Spencer here to treat them. However, all their bones are broken, and they 

might be permanently disabled after this.” 

Kai remained expressionless as he picked up his pace. Tommy’s and Phoenix’s subordinates were milling 

about the corridor when he showed up. They formed two neat rows and greeted Kai politely, “Mr. 

Chance!” 

Instead of responding, Kai pushed open the ward door and walked in. 

 

“Mr. Chance.” Spencer was in the ward, and he rushed over to welcome Kai. 

Someone else was in the ward, and he called out, “Mr. Chance.” 

 

Kai looked over and saw Theodore, head of Jadeborough’s Department of Justice. He had not expected 

Theodore to be in Horington. 

“General Jackson, I didn’t think you’d be here,” Kai uttered as he shot Theodore a grateful glance. 
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Theodore laughed sheepishly and replied, “I have just arrived, Mr. Chance. I came to Horington to invite 

you to join an international competition, but this happened instead.” 

His words suddenly reminded Kai that he had promised to join a competition on the general’s behalf 

months ago. 

“Once I’ve settled my matters here, I’ll follow you to the competition, General Jackson!” 

 

Kai could not leave for Jadeborough with an easy heart otherwise. 

Theodore reassured him, “Don’t worry, Mr. Chance. There are still several days to the competition. I’ve 

also contacted the martial arts association of Jadeborough and requested their help in mediating your 

situation.” 

Theodore knew that Kai was up against two Martial Arts Grandmasters. 

 

The Department of Justice did not have the power or resources to mediate the conflict. 

Kai merely replied, “Thank you for your kind gesture, General Jackson, but I can deal with this alone.” 

 



Then, he cast his gaze upon the two beds in the ward. Tommy and Phoenix were wrapped in bandages 

as tightly as mummies, and both were hooked up to a variety of equipment. 

Although their life was no longer at risk, they could not move or talk at all. 

 

The only sign of movement came from the moving of their eyes. 

Both Tommy and Phoenix were agitated to see Kai. They blinked furiously, and tears even welled in 

Phoenix’s eyes. 

 

Kai stepped forward, placing one hand each on Tommy and Phoenix. He channeled a stream of spiritual 

energy into their bodies. 

Several minutes later, Kai’s expression darkened severely. 

 

Tristan had been right. Almost all of the bones in Tommy’s and Phoenix’s bodies were broken. They 

were disabled even if a doctor successfully put their bones back together. Any martial arts training 

would be near impossible going forward. 


